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Introduced by Senator Antonio “Sonny” F. Trillanes IV
AN ACT
INSTITUTIONALIZING AND FURTHER DEVELOPING "117" AS
NATIONWIDE EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE TELEPHONE NUMBER
PUBLIC SAFETY AND SECURITY AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES
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EXPLANATORY NOTE
It is a fact that criminality and other public disturbance pose grave threat to peace and order
that is why dedicated efforts both from government and private sectors are needed at all
times. Base from the data for the Philippine National Police (PNP), the number of reported
crimes has been rising while the ability of the police to solve crimes has decreased. Though
this may be due to the underreporting by local police units in the previous years, the spike in
statistics is still alarming. In 2015, the number of reported crimes soared by 46% in the first
five (5) months compared to the same period the previous year. The same trend was observed
in 2014. By the end of the first five (5) months of that year, crime incidents rose by 18%
compared to 2013 numbers.1
Hence, it is still imperative not only upon the government but also upon the private sector to
employ and make use of all available mechanisms to help curb criminality.
Originally launched a decade ago. Patrol 117 seeks to connect concerned government
agencies for immediate response in emergency situations. Despite the numerous issuances of
the government aiming the same end. Patrol 117 can be further improved and developed to
contribute effectively in promoting crime prevention and community safety.
This bill aims to strengthen and reinforce Patrol 117 as an institution. It specifically seeks to
address the problem posed by illegitimate or prank calls. Stiffer penalties in the form of a fine
and or imprisonment shall be put in place under this bill in order to curb the rising number of
illegitimate or prank calls.
In view of the foregoing, immediate approval of this bill is earnestly sought
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1 Ranada, P., A look at the State of Crime, Drugs in the Philippines. January 5, 2016. Rappler News. Retrieved
from http://www.rappler.com/nationyi 18004-crime-drugs-philippines

